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that Iw,'c l/ie sallie basic symillctry, lite 'Jiscosity is an 
additive jllilctioa oj tlit.! purts of tlie molewle, illdcpr'zdCllt 
oj ~;;"c!liCI' Illcsc parts are in tlie same or diffcrent moleculcs. 

Since the' chief external effect of the increase in 
pressure is the decrease in specil1c volume, a qualitative 
explana tion of the variation of the effect . of pressure 
on viscosity among di(ferent compounds may be 
related to their dimini"hed free volume. The inter
molecular forces, which are related to the chemical 
type, arc knO\m to vary inversely as :1 high pO\\"er of 
the intermolecular radii and the \York required to move 
the liquid molecules past one another, that is the vis
cosity, must rise sh,uply as this distance decreases.!5 
While the rigidity of a molecule "'ould not be expected 
to be a r.\p:Llly varyil\~ function of pre.:isure, the effect 
of a gi,·e· . deg ree of rigidity would become increasingly 
import:m L dl high pressure. If the molecule be able 
to deform easily (with a small change in internal 
energy) then adapt<:..tiu:l to a variety of hole shapes is 
possible within a short time and a low viscosity is 
evidenced . 

It has been known for many years that the viscosity 
of a substance coukl be described over a short tc: ::1pera
ture range by the equation 

7]= exp(B/ RT), 

when 7] is the absolute viscosity and A and Bare 
characteristic of the ·ubstance.16 •17 Because of the 
practical and theoretical importance of viscosity, m:1ny 
attempts have been made to obtain a general expression 
for it as a function of temper:lture ancl pressure. 
One of the be,;t known theoretical approaches is that of 
Eyring and his co-\\'orkers.§ The equation they sug~est 
for expressing the viscosity as a function of pressure is 

, .6.EVi.+PV /n' 
1/= N/V(2r.mkT) 'v;t exp RT 

where VI is a "free volume," t:.EVi• an energy associated 
. with viscous How, It' a numeric in the range 6-8, and 

the other symbol:; hJ.vc their usual significance. This 
equation was tested with the data of the research 
reported herein. Agreement as to direction of variation 
and order of magnitude was found bitt no choice oj the 
paramc!crs rcproduced !lie data quantitatively. 
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17 J. de Guzman, Annlcs ooc. espan. £is . y quim. 11, 353 (1913). 
§ Reference 2 summarizes the work of Eyring and his co-

workers and contJ.ins a complete bibliography of thcir work 
published up to the time of the public:ttion oi reference 2. 

18 A. Bondi, .\nn. X. Y. Acad. Sci. 53, 870 (1951). 
19 A. Bondi, J. Chcm. Phys. 14, 591 (1946) . 
20 E. Ih1l1ner, J. Chem. Phys. 17, 3J6 (19J9). 
21 Brunner has criticized the appearance of Planck's cOJ]stant in 

an cquation ior an nonr,uantum phenomenon and suggested a 
different prc-e::,.Gnc11li~.l ,.),-: . ..::cnt. Bondi in reference 18 
cxprcsses ; ·r<·i,c.·",,:t' ;". :hc iorm suggested by Brunner. Both 
forms co:'. ", ' '. It:'11C in the denominator <lnd since to fit 
the data ,r,. : , . m:J5t be empirically dctermined anyway, 
we choose to.. ,:le :orm suggcbted in refer~ncc 2. 

TABLE VI. !!.F ±, Free energy of activation ior viscolls flow 
(kcal/molc) . 
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5. 5~t 6.35 6.1)1) 7.5-1 
5.56 6.33 6.95 7.48 
5.69 6.4-1 7.00 7A9 

5.73 6.60 7.-t2 8.20 
5.69 6.51 7.26 7.95 
5.76 6 .51 7.13 7.72 

5.95 6.00 7.65 S.35 
5.87 6.79 7.54 8 .~0 

5.95 6.80 7.50 8.11 

5.70 6.53 7.24 7.S5 
5.70 6A8 7.16 7.7:' 
5.80 6.53 7.17 7.72 
5.99 6.75 7.31 7.132 

6.18 7.28 8.22 
6.11 7.15 8.03 8.S1 
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A less specific form of the Eyrin~ equ:.uion i:;lS-~l 

t:.H_-Tj"S_ 
7]= (-Viz/V) exp(llF±/ RT) = ( .. Yh/V) exp ~ RT ' 
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